An integrated analysis of geo-modeling of hydrocarbon deposits
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ABSTRACT
A technique for the integrated analysis of cased well nuclear logs (C/O, PNGL-S,
SGR) and open hole logs to geomodel oil and gas deposits under development has
been considered. An areal 3D analysis of well logs allows studying time and space
dynamics of the hydrocarbon saturation and degree of hydrocarbon reserves depletion.
On an example of a Samotlor field deposit, possible effective use of the above
technique for a quick field development control and making decisions on taking different
geological and engineering measures has been shown.
Key words: nuclear logs, original and current hydrocarbon saturation, oil and gas
field development check, geomodeling of deposits under development, hydrocarbon
reserves depletion degree.
1. INTRODUCTION
Originally, field nuclear logs are usually implemented for individual wells while
repairing and isolating, specifying the targets to use and choosing perforation intervals.
As soon as more nuclear logs on the field under development are accumulated, it
seems reasonable to do their integrated analysis with 3D mapping the current oil
saturation in the paying deposits and hydrocarbon reserves depletion degree. As tools
for this purpose, available software packs and techniques, experience in 2D and 3D
modeling application in different domains (Aliev 2014, Bezdek 1984, Efendiyev 2016) to
solve the geomodeling problems and hydrocarbon deposit reserves evaluation.
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2. AN OBJECTIVE AND TASKS OF THE GEOMODELING OF THE DEPOSITS
UNDER DEVELOPMENT WITH THE ACCOUNT OF NUCLEAR AND OTHER LOGS
A geomodeling technique for the hydrocarbon deposits under development
consists in a sequential (step by step) analysis of the nuclear logs compared to open
hole logs and making different-scale and different-detailing geological models (starting
from the general analysis of the field or block under development and finishing with a
detailed analysis within individual deposit components).
This technique for the integrated analysis of the cased well nuclear logs and
open hole logs allows studying the time and space dynamics of the hydrocarbon
saturation of the deposits under development, which is important for a more effective
control over field development as a whole and quick making decision on taking different
geological and engineering measures.
The making decision on choosing geological and engineering measures is
implemented with the help of parameters of effectiveness of the geological and
engineering measures accepted as criteria. Thus, the best solution should meet five
criteria. Solving multicriteria problems generates difficulties of same-time meeting all
the criteria. Recently such problems have effectively been solved by different methods
such as uniting the criteria into a single one, generalization, least rebate, or fuzzy set
theory statements by L. Zadeh. Lately that theory has found its application in different
regions. With its application appeared a possibility to solve the entire row of different
problems of the classification character and acceptation of decisions (Hassan 2012,
Jian-Gu 2017, Yajun 2017, Zadeh 1965).
The effectiveness of the above technique for the integrated analysis of nuclear
logs with geomodeling the hydrocarbon deposits based on C/O logs and current
reserves depletion evaluation was confirmed in Samotlor field, West Siberia and
Samodurovskoe field, Orenburg Region.
Below, there is an example of some implementations of the above technique of
integrated analysis of nuclear logs and geomodeling of the deposits under development
for one of the blocks (sectors) of the formation АВ1 (1–2), Chernogorsky license plot,
Samotlor field (Fig. 1а). The geomodeling and geologic-geophysical information
analysis was done for block S42, mostly covered by the nuclear logs.
Sector area is 29.3 sq.km. The nuclear logging area (drainage radius is 300 m)
is 7.91 sq.km (27%). The area of geomodeling is illustrated with the formation АВ1(1–2)
structure map (Fig. 1b).

Fig 1 а) Models 2010-2011 for the formation АВ1(1-2), Chernogorsky license plot,
Samotlor field.
A structure map of the formation АВ1(1-2).12

Fig. 1 b) geomodeling domain.

The information basis for the geomodeling analysis for the deposits under
development is the results of the evaluation of the current hydrocarbon reservoir
saturation from the nuclear logs corresponding to the open hole logs for every well. An
example of the evaluation of the original and current oil saturation of the reservoirs is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 An example of the evaluation of the current saturation of the reservoirs from the
nuclear logs of wells 7217, 7403.
For the volume differentiation of the deposit block under consideration according
to its oil reserves depletion degree, a 2D and 3D analyses of the available geologic and
geophysical information was done.
The paying formation hydrocarbon saturation versus time was studied by making
and comparing 2D and 3D models based on basic boreholes covered by the nuclear
logs (open hole logs corrected for nuclear logs). Hydrocarbon saturation cubes were
plotted from open hole logs corrected for nuclear logs (C/O, SGR, PNGL) in 28 wells.
To illustrate, couples of the hydrocarbon saturation cubes (Fig. 3a) and 2D maps
(Fig. 3b) of the reservoirs under study from open hole logs corrected for nuclear logs
are given, and arbitrary original and current oil saturations of the reservoirs in the
deposit section (Fig. 4а) are compared.

Fig. 3 а) the result of the 3D modeling of the oil saturation parameter.

Fig. 3 b) the result of the 2D mapping of the oil saturation parameter.

As seen, generally the hydrocarbon saturation of the reservoirs in formation
АВ1(1–2) compared to the open hole logs demonstrate lowering, which suggests a high
deposit depletion degree. As an average in the deposit volume, the nuclear log
hydrocarbon saturation fall was 23 % in its absolute values, and the current oil
displacement (Кdisp) varied in the range of 0.22–0.64 p.u.
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Rather an irregular deposit depletion and oil displacement from the paying
formations can be observed in the block under consideration. The maximum Кdisp
values are characteristic of the southwest part of the block, and the minimum ones are
trypical for its northeast one (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 4 а) Comparison of the hydrocarbon saturations in the section.

Fig. 4 b) Displacement changes on the deposit area for 28 wells.

The information obtained can be used to refine the points to construct new
operation wells and optimize deposit development modes.
Also, the results of 2D and 3D analyses for one of the chosen sector deposit
parts obtained from a former model made from basic wells (wells 40412, 6535, 40398,
5443, 38020, and 38022) are shown (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 An example of the reservoir current saturation evaluation from nuclear logs in
wells 7217 and 7403.
To detail the analysis further, reserves distribution on the area and hydrocarbon
reserves depletion degree on individual parts of the sector 42 deposit maximally
covered by the C/O logging were evaluated (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 а) Distribution of reserves on the area of plot 1 from the model made from the
basic wells.

Fig. 6 b) Distribution of displacement on the area of plot 1 from the model made from
the basic wells.

Table 1 shows distribution of the original and residual reserves on the chosen
plots of formation АВ1(1–2) deposit. Plot 1 features the maximum volume of the
remaining reserves.
The average current displacement for all three plots is nearly the same (0.414–
0.419).
Figure 7 gives examples of the detailed analysis of the nuclear logs in individual
wells and among them. So, Fig. 8 shows the original and current hydrocarbon reserves
evaluation on a plot near the well under consideration. Its detailed scale shows a 3D
projection and two orthogonal sections of the plot under analysis, which are in their turn
integrated with a combined geological and geophysical plot. This allows a detailed
analysis of the plot under consideration not only for the development target in general,
but also for individual subbeds of reservoirs.

Fig. 7 3D projection of a plot of well 6535 from the model made from basic wells.

On the basis of the analysis of the production potential of the chosen plots and
elements of the deposit and taking into account the lithologic-physical and background
resistivity properties of the reservoirs under study, a target for these or those geologic
and engineering measures is taken to enhance the effectiveness of the implemented or
planned production and exploration operations (refine points to sidetrack, validate
operations for a targeted impact on the formations, enhance hydrocarbon inflow, etc.).

Fig. 9 Evaluation of the hydrocarbon reserves potential of the plot of well 6535.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Enhanced On the basis of the integrated analysis of the available cased well
nuclear logs and open hole logs, 2D and 3D geomodeling corrected for C/O logs,
hydrocarbon saturation changes in time and space was studied in the block 42
formation АВ1(1–2) under development in Samotlor field. The stated technique for the
sequential integrated analysis of the nuclear and other logs and geomodeling of the
fields under development (starting from a general analysis on the field under
consideration and finishing with a detailed analysis within the limits of individual deposit
elements) allows widening the information basis necessary for a more effective control
over field development in general and quick making decisions about taking different
geological and engineering measures on deposit plots with perspective amounts of
residual reserves.
For a more effective solution of the problems stated, it is necessary to
considerably enlarge the volume of the nuclear logging in the field with a periodical
relogging in monitor wells.

Table 1. Distribution of the original and current reserves on the chosen plots of the
formation АВ1(1-2) deposit.
Deposit plot

40412; 40398;
6535; 5443; 38020;
38022
6578; 6579; 10907
26339; 38339; 7415

Reserves
(V*Por*Shc) K m3,
from open hole
logs
5642.68

Residual reserves
(V*Por*Shc) K m3,
from nuclear logs

Map Кdisp , minmax

3654.63

0.204 — 0.650
0.419

2604.161

1538.184

2901.59

1487.82

0.316 — 0.526
0.414
0.244 — 0.526
0.414
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